What is Delta Kappa Alpha?
Established March 16, 1936, Delta Kappa Alpha is a co-educational, Professional Fraternity for cinematic arts students of character.

What is the Purpose of Delta Kappa Alpha?
To foster lifelong character, collaborative and creative storytelling, ethical and productive business practices, philanthropic action, and fraternal bonds by and between students of the cinematic arts.

What is the vision of Delta Kappa Alpha?
The vision of Delta Kappa Alpha is to be recognized as the premier institute of upstanding entertainment industry leaders.

Is Delta Kappa Alpha only open to Film majors?
No – while the majority of Delta Kappa Alpha members are film majors, the organization prides itself on its diverse student body and can accept students from any major such as music, art, graphic design, animation, narrative studies, creative writing, engineering, etc.

How is a Professional Fraternity different from a Social one?
A Professional Fraternity has a different focus, different values, and is made up of different group of students that concentrate on developing their careers. Students come together because they share similar ambitions, personal values, and create lifelong friendship through the learning and practice of the cinematic arts.

What is Delta Kappa Alpha’s relationship with the Film School?
Delta Kappa Alpha would aspire to be recognized as the official Cinema Fraternity of the Film School. All public events are developed with the support and approval of the school’s staff and a Faculty Advisor. On campuses like UCLA, NYU, USC, Chapman, Boston University, and San Francisco State, the DKA chapters have provided support for their film programs goals by organizing philanthropic programming for film students (such as film mentorship for middle school and high school students), organizing film screenings/professional speakers series, establishing and improving Student Production Offices, hosting large Banquets that have drawn notable guests that have gone on to make donations to the hosting film school, and have given the university’s film program a partnership with a group of reliable student leaders of character.

What is Delta Kappa Alpha’s stance on hazing?
Delta Kappa Alpha has an extremely strict NO HAZING POLICY. Being a lifelong member of the fraternity is a fun and fulfilling experience and that is directly reflected in the Pledge Education Program. The process is entirely about educating new members on how the fraternity works in a fun and comfortable way.

Are members of Social Fraternities eligible for membership in Delta Kappa Alpha?
Yes – we are open to members who are in Social Fraternities so long as they are able to satisfy the basic requirements of membership.

What is the creed of Delta Kappa Alpha?
“I believe in Delta Kappa Alpha, its principles and its traditions. I will be loyal to my college, my chapter, and my Fraternity by keeping strong ties and retaining the spirit of youth. In helping others follow their bliss, I shall ask for no reward, I shall seek no glory. I will put character above wealth and my actions will follow my word. I will preserve the history of Cinema and the heritage of my Fraternity. I say with all sincerity; Delta Kappa Alpha has given me honor and distinction; the bond of our fellowship is reciprocal, I will endeavor to so develop myself and so conduct myself that I will ever be a credit to our Fraternity.”

What are the values of a Delta Kappa Alpha member?
Creative
Curious
Enthusiastic
Generous
Honest
Humble
Proactive
Reliable
Resourceful
Respectful

For more information on joining Delta Kappa Alpha contact:
info@umiami.dka.org
UMiamiDKA
@umiamidka
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Prominent Member